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Recommended Screening Decision 

Changes in brine density resulting from historical, current and near-future human-initiated EPs 
outside the controlled area have been eliminated from performance assessment calculations on 
the basis of low consequence to the performance of the disposal system. Changes in brine 
density resulting from future drilling inside and outside the controlled area have been eliminated 
from performance assessment calculations on the basis of low consequence to the performance 
of the disposal system. Changes in brine density resulting from future human-initiated EPs other 
than drilling have been eliminated from performance assessment calculations on regulatory 
grounds. 

Screening Issue 

The evaluation of compliance with 40 CFR 191 requires the consideration of human-initiated 
events and processes (EPs). A distinction is made between historical and current events and 
processes that are taking place or have recently taken place outside the controlled area, events 
and processes initiated outside the controlled area in the near future (prior to closure of the 
WIPP), and those that might be initiated in the future either within or outside the controlled area 

The observational data obtained as part of the WIPP site characterization reflect any changes that 
human activities may have had up to the time of submission of the Compliance Certification 
Application (CCA). Thus, the effects of historical and current human-initiated events and 
processes are an inherent part of performance assessment calculations. Human activities initiated 
outside the controlled area in the near future could potentially influence the performance of the 
disposal system and require consideration if they are expected to occur based on leases and plans 
existing at the time of submission of the CCA. The EPA has provided criteria relating to future 
human activities in 40 CFR §194.32(a) that limit the scope of consideration of future human 
actions in performance assessments to mining and drilling. Compliance assessments need 
consider only the effects of historical, current and near-future human activities on the 
performance of the disposal system. 
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Both mining and drilling in the vicinity of the WIPP may cause changes in fluid density in units 
above the Salado. Potash mining, and . the associated processing, could cause local increases in 
brine densities in the Culebra. Oil and gas exploration and production boreholes that penetrate 
pressurized brine pockets in the Castile could give rise to brine flow to the Rustler through 
degraded casing. Similarly, disposal of oil/gas production byproducts could alter fluid densities 
should leaks develop in the borehole casing. There are no near-future or future human actions 
that are likely to reduce brine densities; operations such as waterflooding use fluids derived from 
the target reservoir, or fluids with a similar composition, to avoid scaling and other reactions. · · 
The effects of leakage from waterflood boreholes would be similar, therefore, to leakage from 
disposal wells. 

Denser fluids have a tendency to sink relative to less dense fluids and, if the hydrogeological unit 
concerned has a dip, there will be a tendency for the dense fluid to travel in the downdip 
direction. If this direction is the same as the direction of the groundwater pressure gradient, there 
would be an increase in flow velocity, and conversely, if the downdip direction is opposed to the 
direction of the groundwater pressure gradient, there would be a decrease in flow velocity. In 
general terms, taking account of density-related flow will cause a rotation of the flow vector 
towards the downdip direction that is dependent on the density contrast and the dip (see Davies 
(1989) and Appendix 1 for further details). 

Basis for Recommended Screening Decision 

Historical, Current and Near-Future Human-Initiated EPs 

Historical and current human-initiated events and processes taking place outside the controlled 
area have changed fluid densities within the Culebra (Davies, 1989 p. 43), as demonstrated by 
the areas of higher densities around boreholes WIPP-27 and WIPP-29 (Figure NS-17.1). 
Transient groundwater flow calculations (Davies, 1989, pp. 77-81) show that brine density 
variations to the west of the WIPP site caused by historical and current potash processing 
operations will not persist, because the rate of groundwater flow in this area is fast enough to 
flush the high density groundwaters to the Pecos River. These calculations also show that 
accounting for the existing brine density variations in the region east of the \VIPP site, where 
hydraulic conductivities are low, would have little effect on the direction or rate of groundwater 
flow. Changes in fluid densities from historical and current human-initiated EPs can therefore 
be excluded from performance assessment calculations on the basis of low consequence to the 
performance of the disposal system. 

Compliance assessments and performance assessments need to consider the effects of any potash 
mining that takes place in the near-future outside the controlled area, in addition to the effects 
of drilling and other activities that could lead to changes in brine density in the Culebra. The 
distribution of existing leases and potash grades suggests that near-future mining will take place 
to the north, west, and south of the controlled area (Westinghouse, 1996). Consistent with the 
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guidance in. the Supplementary Information to 40 CFR Part 194 concerning the consideration of 
future mining, the direct effect of this near-future potash mining is assumed to be an increase in 
the transmissivity of the Culebra above the mined region. Groundwater modeling that accounts 
for mining shows a change in the fluid pressure distribution, and a consequent shift of flow 
directions, in the Culebra within the controlled area, towards the west (Wallace, 1996). A 
localized increase in fluid density in the Culebra, in the mined region or elsewhere outside the 
controlled area, resulting from intersection of a pressurized brine pocket in the Castile or other 
drilling-related activities, would rotate the flow vector towards the downdip direction - towards 
the east. A comparison of the relative magnitudes o"r the freshwater head gradient and the 
gravitational gradient shows, however, that the density effect is of low consequence to the 
performance of the disposal system (see Appendix 1). 

Changes in brine density from historical, current and near-future human-initiated EPs outside the 
controlled area have been eliminated from performance assessment calculations on the basis of 
low consequence to the performance of the disposal system. 

Future Human-Initiated EPs 

The EPA has provided criteria relating to future human activities in 40 CFR § 194.32(a) that limit 
the scope of consideration of future human actions in performance assessments to mining and 
drilling. The EPA provides additional criteria concerning the type of future mining that should 
be considered in 40 CFR § 194.32(b ), which limits assessments to a consideration of" .... changes 
in the hydraulic conductivity of the hydrogeologic units of the disposal system from excavation 
mining for natural resources." The effects of changes in brine density resulting from future 
mining can therefore be eliminated from performance assessment calculations on regulatory 
grounds. 

The type of future human activity that need be considered in performance assessments is limited 
further by 40 CFR §194.33(d), which states that" ... performance assessments need not analyze 
the effects of techniques used for resource recovery subsequent to the drilling of the borehole"' 
and by 40 CFR § 194.33(b )(1), which states that "(i)nadvertent and intermittent intrusion by 
drilling for resources .... is the most severe human intrusion scenario." The effects of brine 
density changes arising from f!,lture post-drilling activities such as waterflooding can therefore 
be eliminated from performance assessment calculations on regulatory grounds. 

Future inadvertent intrusion could intercept a pressurized brine pocket in the Castile, and brines 
could be injected into the Culebra with a consequent localized increase in fluid density. The 
effect of such a localized increase in fluid density would be to increase any gravity-driven 
component of groundwater flow. If the downdip direction, along which the gravity-driven 
component would be directed, is different to the direction of the groundwater pressure gradient, 
there would be a rotation of the flow vector towards the downdip direction (see Davies (1989) 
and Side Effort NS-19 for further details). 
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The groundwater modeling presented by Davies ( 1989) indicates that an intrusion borehole that 
intersects the excavation and a pressurized brine pocket, and causes a localized increase in fluid 
density in the Culebra above the waste panels, would rotate the flow vector slightly towards the 
east. The magnitude of this effect would be small, however, in comparison to the effects of the 
head gradient (Appendix 1), and such a localized increase in density would not divert 

. radionuclides into the high-transmissivity zone within the Culebra. 

Over the 10,000-year period of regulatory concern, the EPA requires the DOE to assume that a 
large nwnber of boreholes will be drilled within and around the controlled area. If sufficient of 
these boreholes intersect pressurized brine pockets and connect with the Culebra, density changes 
in · the Culebra may become widespread. Geophysical measurements and borehole records 
indicate that the most probable locations for pressurized brine in the Castile, and hence for higher 
densities in the Culebra, are to the south and north of the waste panels (Earth Technology Corp., 
1988; SNL, 1992). 

Gravity effects related to increase in density of Culebra groundwaters south of the waste panels 
will be small in comparison to freshwater head gradients (see Appendix 1). The calculations 
undertaken by Davies ( 1989) show that a density increase in the northern part of the controlled 
area could rotate the flow vector and hence affect flow in the region of the waste panels. These 
calculations did not, however, consider any effects of mining and were based on a very flat 
pressure gradient in this region. Accounting for potash mining, following the methodology 
suggested by the EPA, results in a rotation of the freshwater head gradient towards the west1

• 

Density-related gravity effects would oppose this gradient, and increase travel times to the 
western boundary of the controlled area. Although locally significant, these effects would not 
affect flow south of the waste panels or divert radionuclides into the high-transmissivity zone 
within the Culebra. 

In summary, then, brine density changes brought about through future drilling will be of low 
consequence to the performance of the disposal system. 

The effects of changes in brine density resulting from future mining have been eliminated from performance 
assessment calculations on regulatory grounds, but the hydrogeological effects of potash mining need to be 
accounted for in the analysis of the effects of intrusion into a pressurized brine reservoir in the Castile. The 
distribution of existing leases and potash grades suggests that near-future mining will take place to the north, 
west, and south of the controlled area, and that future mining may extend from this region into the eastern part 
of the controlled area, but not to the area directly above the waste panels. Consistent with 40 CFR §194.32(b), 
the direct effect of potash mining is assumed to be an increase in the transmissivity of the Culebra above the 
mined region. Groundwater modeling that accounts for mining shows a change in the fluid pressure distribution, 
and a consequent shift of flow directions within the Culebra towards the west and away from the high
transmissivity zone within the Culebra. Some re-direction of flow inside the controlled area is calculated to take 
place as a result of near-future mining outside the controlled area. Future mining inside the controlled area 
results in a more pronounced re-direction of flows towards the west (Wallace, 1996). 
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Appendix 1 

Groundwater flow may be influenced by a density gradient as well as by the gradient of fluid 
pressure. If fluid density is constant across the region of concern, flow can be assumed to be 
horizontal, and pressure gradients can be represented by equivalent freshwater heads. If. 
however, there is spatial variability in fluid density, the density-related component of flow will 
be in the down-dip direction, which may be in a different direction to the pressure gradient. 

Flow in an isotropic medium (Darcy's Law) is governed by the gradient of fluid pressure and a 
gravitational term. 

k pg] v = --[Vp -
f.L 

Where: 
- Darcy velocity vector v = 
k = intrinsic permeability 
J.L = fluid viscosity 
V'p = gradient of fluid pressure 
p = fluid density 
- gravitational acceleration vector g = 
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The relationship between the gravity-driven flow component and the pressure-driven component 
can be shown by expressing the velocity vector in terms of a freshwater head gradient and a 
density-related elevation gradient: 

where: 

v = -K [VH
1 

+ llp VE ] 
Pt 

K = hydraulic conductivity 
VH1 = gradient of freshwater head 
D.p = difference between actual fluid 

density and reference fluid density 

Pr = density of freshwater 
VE = gradient of elevation 

(m2 s·') 
(-) 

(kg m·3) 

(kg m·3) 

(-) 

Davies (1989) defmed a driving force ratio (DFR) to assess the potential significance of the 
density gradient: 

DFR 

and concluded that a DFR of 0.5 can be considered an approximate threshold at which density
related gravity effects may become significant (Davies, 1989, p. 28). 

The density of Castile brines is assumed to be 1215 kg/m3 (SNL, 1992), and Culebra brines in 
the vicinity of the high-transmissivity zone have densities ranging from 1050 to 1100 kg/m3 

(Davies, 1989, p. 32). The dip of the Culebra in the vicinity of the WIPP is about 0.44° or 
8 rnlkm (SNL, 1992). According to Wallace (1996), freshwater head gradients in the Culebra 
between the waste panels and the southwestern and western boundaries of the accessible 
environment range from 4 mlkm to 7 rnlkm, with only small changes in gradient arising from 
the calculated effects of near-future and future mining. These values lead to a DFR of between 
0.13 and 0.38. 

These values of the DFR show that, in the region of the high-transmissivity zone, density-related 
gravity effects caused by an injection of Castile brine are not significant Human-initiated brine 
density changes can, therefore, be eliminated from performance assessment calculations on the 
basis of low consequence to the performance of the disposal system. 
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Figure NS-17.1 Distribution of approximate fluid density in the Culebra Dolomite 
Member of the Rustler Formation (Davies, 1989, p. 46) 
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HUMAN-INITIATED BRINE DENSITY CHANGES 

Qualitative screening arguments for 
Side Efforts NS-17, NS-18 

RD .. Wilmot, Galson Sciences Ltd · • A 

D.A. Gal~n. Galson Sciences Ltd :DA 5-
5 July 1996 . . . 

Recommended Screening Decision 

Changes in brine density resulting from historical, current and near-future human-initiated EPs 
outside the controlled area have been eliminated from performance assessment calculations on the 
basis of low consequence to the perfoimance of the disposal system. Changes in brine density 
resulting from future drilling inside and outside the controlled area have been eliminated from 
performance assessment calculations on the basis of low consequence to the performance of the 
disposal system. Changes in brine density resulting from future human-initiated EPs other than 
drilling bave been eli.nrinated from performance assessment calculatioJ!S on regulatory grounds . 

Screening Issue 

The evaluation of compliance with 40 CFR 191 requires the consideration of human-initiated 
events and processes (EPs). A distinction is made between historical and current events and 
processes that are taking place or have recently taken place outside the controlled area, events and 
processes initiated outside the controlled area in the near future (prior to closure of the WIPP), and 
those that might be initiated in the furure either within or outside the controlled area. 

The observational data ·obtained as part of the WIPP site characterization reflect any changes that 
· human activities may have had up to the time of submission of the Compliance Certification 
Application (CCA). Thus, the effects of historical and current human-initiated events and 
processes ·are an inherent part of performance assessment calculations. Human activities initiated 
outside the controlled area in the near future could potentially influence the performance of the 
disposal system and require consideration if they are expected to occur based on leases and plans 
existing at the time of submission of the CCA. The EPA has provided criteria relating to future 
human activities in 40 CFR §194.32(a) that limit the scope of consideration of future human 
actions in performance assessments to mining and drilling. Compliance assessments need consider 
only the effects of historical, current and near-future human activities on the performance of the 
disposal system.. 
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Both mininx aud drilling in the vicinity of the WlP.P may cause changg ill fluid density in units 
above the Sola.do. Potash mioiog, ~net the associated ~ssing, could cause local increases in 
brine densities in the Culebrl'. tMI and gas explotlllion and production boreholes that ~.Detrate 
pressurized brine pocketc; in the castile could give: rise to brine flow to the Rn~tler tbrough 
degraded r.a.c;ing. Slmllarly, ilisposal of oil/gas productionbyprod11t:t.c; could alter fluid tkusitics 
shoulcl. ieaks develOp hlhe bordlolc casing.:. There are no near-fittme or "turilre bliiilaix actions that 
are likely tO reduCc:i urine densities; Op~tio:OS: SUch as W:!t.eifloodmg USC fiuiUs derived from the 
targcllCSCrVOir, Or fi~ds with a similar ~~5ition~ tci avoid ~g and other rea.ctioM. The 
effects oflcakagefrom-waterflood boreho]es woUld be sinillii~ tbCrdOrc~ to leakage from dispo.~l 
wdb._ 

-. ~.r tluids have a u:Ddciicy to sink ~~~~~:TJ1~~ ~ fluids an:d. u the bydrogeolugical unit 
. t-.oncemed baS a dip, lht:ie will be-~ tendency for" the ~.fluilt to travel in the dOwudip cfuection. . 

. )f this illi-ection i5 the same as .the. direetirin (l(the ground~ a~ _pi"C:;surc gradient, there would be 
. ·. au mciWC in flofo .y~~ty. and ~aversely. if the downdip 4in:c~on is oppOsed to the direction of 
. -the groilnd~citer: presmre gradit.nf~ there woil.I_~ ~ a ~eaidn fl~v.i velocity. In "ge~ teim.(.. 

:~ . •' .••..• '_:-- ::' ; . :~ •. ·;. tnki.ng'account of d~.n~ty-related now will ca~ a rotatioit _of the .fl~\11 ycctor towanic; the downdip 
· _·. clliection that;~ dependent on tht: LlcliSlty cOn.irast and the dip (see DaVie~ (1989) and Appen.diA.l 

L ~ . -· • 

i' 

" . 

for fnrther details). . 

Basis for Recommended Screening Dectslon 

HistoricaL Currmr a:nd Near-Fumn: Humarl-lnitiated EPs 

Historical and current human-initiated events and processes taking place outside the conuvlled area 
have changed fluid densities within the Culebra (D~vie~. 1989. p. 43). ll:S demonstrated by the 
areas of higher densities mound boreholes WJ.PP-27 and WIPP-29 (Figure NS-17.1). Trm&ient 
gwundwatcr flow cnlculations (Davie-s. l9X9. pp. 77-81) show that brine density variations to the 
west oftbe WIPP site cau.c;ed by historic-.U and current potnsh processing opt-.rntinn~ will not 
persist, beca11se the rate of groundwl!.Lc! flow in this area is fsst enough to tJn~h the high density 
groundw:lters to the Pecos Ri 'ler. These calculations also show tb~t accounting ror the c.U.Sting 
brine densitY vllriations in the region east of the WIPP sire., where hydraulic conductivities arc low, 
would have; little effect on the direction or rate ot" groundwater flow. Changes in fluid densities 
from historical and current human-initiated EP!; can therefore be t:xcluded from performance 
a.s~sment calculations on the basis of low co~c;quence to the performance of the di~posal 
system. 

Compliance assessmenb and pcrt~ce DSsessments need to consider the effects uf auy potash 
mming that ~ place in the ncar future outside the c-.r.mtrolled area. in &lililiou to the effects of 
drillinx and other activities that could lead rn changes in b~ llcusity in the Culebra. The 
distribution of existing leases :met potasb i!3des su~csts that ncar-future mining will take place to 
the north, west, and sonth of the controlled a.t·t:a (Westinghouse, 1996). Consistent With the 
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guidance in the SupPlement:uy rnformation w 40 CFR Part 194 concerning the consirlt:ration of 
future lllin.ing. the tined: effec[ of this ncar·futuxe potnsh minins is assutiW".d to be an inc~ iu the 

transmissivity nf the Culebra ll.buve the minccl region. Groundwarer modelin' thallli.:Counts for 
mining shn~ a change in tm: fluid pressure dis~bution, and a consequent shift ur .flow directions, 
in the Culebrct within the controlled area, towards the west (Wallace, 1996). A locWized increase 

in tluld denSity in the ·culebia; .in)he mined re&ion or elsewhere outside the controlled m'..:l, 

~ulting froin inteis&ctiori of a pl?i~nlized brtn~ pock.ct in the Castile or other drilling-related 
o.ctivities, would~ rotare. the. tlow .,Vecwr ·t.ciwaids.'thc downdip ~~tion - towards the casL A 

comparison of the i'elative~iu~ of the~ head gr3dient and the &mvitatiuual gradient 

shows. however. that the density effect is of low consequence r.n the performance: of the clisposDl 

sys~ (see ~~ii;~·{:t~~~~!4-r5~~~:_,~~;;;:;~J-~).: . ~__.: · · ·: . :.-· .· . · · · ·' · 
Changes lnbrinc.dcDSitffroi:ii"~oc8l;·t:tJTrellt"imd near.:.ru~ hliman-initillted EPs outside thP. 

controlled :uea have been elimiriatedfrOm ~ a5scssment calculations on tbf! ha.~;is oflow 
• . ·- . ··~·· .. -··. ··.,~_... .- ··~~\.-·•c:-t"-. ·. . ·-~•-·,• ·. .. ...\..,' 

eonsequeneetotbe_pertbnna1lceof,thedi~iPu:;al5ystcm. :':'' ::c ~ '· ·< : · · . 

.rU!ure ~uman-~I~J;~f;/~j~'§t~~-~',·;l~,t:;;~~\· . . - ... ~ . · ~ . . 
The EPA has provided criteria reiai:ing to fttrure hunl.an activitieS la 40 CFR § 194.32(a) that limit 
the scope of consideration of future. human actiuus la peiformnnce assessments to mining and 

drilling. The EPA providfi~ 3.dditiori!l CritCria: ~onccming the type of future lllining that should be 

considered in 40 CF.R § 194.32(b). wbi~b limits assessments to a consideration of " .... changes in 
the hynraulic conductivily _of the hydrogeologic units of the di~o.~al sysrem from excavation 

mining for narural resuurees." The effects of changes in brine deDsity resulting from future mining 

can therefore be eliminated from ~onnance auessment calculaiions on n:gulatory grounds. 

The type of future human activity that need be cunsidered in pcrform.ance assessments ;~ limited 

further by 40 CFR §194.:i3(d). which s~s that" ... pcrl'ormanc:e assessments need not analyze 

the effects of tt>.chniques used for resuw:ce rc;c;ovcry subsequent to the drilline of the borehole .. all\.1 
by 40 CFR § 194.33(b)( 1), which .States that "(i)nadvertent ann intermia:enr inuu.sion by drilling for 

resources .... is ih: most SCVclc human intrusion ScenariO." The effeCts of lJ.riue density ChiUI.ge& 

arising fruw future post-drilling activities such as waterflooding can tl.!ercfore be eliminated from 
I)Cffonnancc assessment calculations on regulatorY grounlb. 

Future inadvertent intnt~ion could intercept a pressurized brine pocket in the Castile. and brines 

could be injected into the Culcbra with a consequent localized incre-ase in fluid density. The effect 

of mch a localized incn:ase in fluid density would be to inC'.IP..a~ any grav.ity-dri vcu component of 

groundwater flow. If the: downdip direction. ~ong_ whieh the gravity-diivc:u component would be 
uhec:tcd, is different to the diiection nt· the grooo.dwater Pl"CSSUie gradient. there would be a 

rotation of t:bc flow vector towards the downdlp dilt:i;Liou (sec Dllvies (1989) and Side Effnrt NS-

19 for further details). 
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The groundwater ~odeling pres.t".ntcd by Davies (1989) indicAtes that an int:ri.Won borehole that 
intersects the exeavarinn and a pressu:Iizcd brine P9clcct, and causes a lor.alized increase i:a lluid 
de115ity in the Cnlebla above the waste pan~ls~ would rotate the flow vector slightly tuwards the 
east .The magmtildifof'tllb e~ would bo small. however, in comparison to ilie cffc:.cts of the 
bead JI8dient. (Appendix 1), ~md _such a loealized increase in density would not divert radionuclides 
. IntO the ~~vity zone Within the CuJebra. 
. .. . . ·;<_;;_ ;.iJi;;-·.;~·:;·:: __ ~;~ ... • .... :,-.:~ .. ; :. . . . . . . 

·.OVer tbe)O,~~~Od of _iegulaniry coricCrri, the~ A reqUites the J JOE to assume tluil a 
1 · ·· nw:r:l.'Oefofbtift:bOlcS"\l11ll.bC drilled within and around the controlled area. If sufficiau of 

arge . . ,,. "'" .. '"'-''<.,<.:..."1.'•·,•-r•c .• · .. •· "-'· . ; • • '· · '• ·· · ' 

these borehole.~ iJirCrsect prir85W.Uc:d brine pockets and connect with the Culebra. dcusity changes 
. in die Culeblirimi.Y:~~Wi~ ~~~ measum.iieD.ts and Uo.rchoic ~rds indicate 
rblt w.iiliili'~ ~'ilea ~·"<":the most'~1e locations tor .,.~ ·;Wizcd brlJic ·m. the .Castile, md 

. . . hcnce!ui hl~~~~~~-~~~taf'e tQ ~e South aun=rdi'of the waste panels (Earth 
Tccnnology 9lip:;·l~S8;·SN~t,l992-l~.·Powers _ct al., 1996). Recent geostAtistical studies 

. · ·. ·.sU'····es.:tbit&:wertli~~i0%~0!dee ··~IC.S·drined~thin theareatiuderlain b tl1C·waste -cls . 
· ·· ·· tare:~~o-·~n;~~-il~'.iii'ttiC~c$S!ne;·3nd that~ Probah"ity ~~~gnm:riu1··. 

. . ··within the cori.troiled aitii 2srQU.iid WJPI> 12 (Powe:ti eta!., 1996):· . . . . . . : c ••• 

~ ~· ••,..- .. w''"t' ':.0-•.-~>--~.- ·, ! -. "• -•- ' -'- -· ' ':. 

.c;,-·?;: .. ~- ~-- ·- . 

GraVity e!fc:cts rclaied tO increase in density 9t Culebra groundwaters south of the wsste panels 
will be snuill in comparison to freshwater .bead gnulients (sec Appendix 1). The cal~ulaiions 
undertaken by Davies (1989} ~how that a deDSiLy iuCCQSe in the northern part of the r.ontrolled area 
could rotate the flow vector and hence al!ect flow in the region of the w::u:te panels. Thest: · 
c:alc:ulatit:~n~ did noL howc;vt:l, collSidcr any effcc:ts of miniDe and were based uu a very flar: 
pi't'-~!:Ure gradient in lhis region. Accounting: for potaSh mining, !ollowin::; rhc methodology 
suggftttted by the BPA. results in a %0to.ti.on of the freshwater head gradient Luwards the wcstl. 
Density-related gravity cffeci'D would oppose this gradient and incn::a.sc travel times to the western 
boundary of dle controlled area. Although locally siAQlfic.mt, these effects would not ~ffect tlow 
sooth of the. waste pant'.ls or divert iadionucl.ides into the hlgh-transmisuvity 7.nne within the 
Culebra. ··· 

1 1be effects or chang~ iu brine dcn!!ity ret;l,lltins ftom fumra minin& have been eliwluatcd from performance 
assessJI~t:.ut "al'CUladou on ~sulatory gtmmds. but ~ hydrogeological .:ffi:<;ts of pot.O$h mining need rn he 
ti.CeOtmted for in rlie analysis of the etrec;cs or intrusion into ll preaurized brln~ ~rvoir in tl:le Cas[fle. The 
cl.iS1nbUtiOD Of exisdng leases IU!d potll.Gb ;wfes SUIJ!v-<1'1: that lleaT•tutUfe min)ng wjJI !Jd;; place to tM liOrtn, 

'I1!I'Ut, IUid 30Uth of the coatrollr.d area. and that fWure mln.l.a& lwty ~tend from thi£ region into thr. e&.<tem pan of 
the et.mrm1Jed area. but not to me lirQ din:ctly ab<we me Waste paae1s. C'.onsistcnt witb 40 CPR § I94.32(b), ~ 

direct efl\::Q uf potash·~ is tiamled to be 111'1 inaeasc m tbo traDSmis:iiv.iLy cti* CuJcbnL above the miltr.d 
region. GtolindG~ater mndeliJli thallccounts tar miniu& shows a c:lurop in lbe fluid~ distrJbsnioD. and a 
consequent shift Of no-W w-:. . .-uo·ns 'OIIicbi.n the CaJe&ra ~ rhe west and away !rolnlbs:: hi~~vity. 
zoue within tho CulcbR.. Some ~.ctinn of tlow inside the c:anUullcd ~is ~ to t:aU pJN:e as a 
rwulr of nur-fntnre ItJinin.r outSide the conuuDed area. Future ~ inside the c:antrolled area results in 11 

mare pronounced tc-dirc:d:iCIIl of flows tow:ard& the west (W:~llKe. 1!:196). · 
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In Sum.II18I)', then, brine density changes bcoughr about through future drilling will be of low 
c:onseqoenc".e to me perfonmw.ce of the (fuposal system. 
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Appendix 1 

Groundw~teT flow may be iuOuenccd by n density gradient M well as by the graweut of fluid 
pressnre. It :fluid densily is constant w::ros& the region ot" concem, now cWJ be assumed to be 

:. horizontal, iUld pte3sure gradientc can be represented by c4uivalcnt freshwater beads. If, 
--.how~v~t• there i3 spatial variability in tJnirt density: tbe demicy-rdated component of flow w:i 11 be 

· < ' ~~ ·_ -~ it(the down-dip direction. whicl! .rmry he in a di!ferenl Wcection to the pressure gradient. 

· .... -

-. 

Flow in'an isotropic mediuin (Dan;y's Law) i:!l governed by the gradient of fluid pressun: and a. 
gravitational term. 

~~-·~.:;_.· ~ .. 
WheiC:. - . 

. ·:, .- ..... v 
;::;_ · · ·,?arty velocity ~ur (m s·l) 

= inlrimic pcrzneability. (m2) 
::;; . fluid viscosity (pas) 

= ~ent of fiuitl ,.,ressure ~am-~ 
"" m densiry gm 
= gravitational acceleration vector (m s-2) 

ThP. relationship betWQ::u.the gravity-driven flow component and the pr~sw-e-drivcn component 
can be shown by ~::xpressing the velocity vector in terms of a freshwett¢r head gradient and a 
density-relalt:d elevation gro.dient: 

Whi'!J'P.: 
K ;:: 

VH1 = 
~ "" 

PJ ::: 

VE ... 

Ap 
v = -K[V'Hr t- -\7E] 

hyw:aulic conductivity 

~adient of !reshwaJ.C! head 
Clifference bt'.tWeen aaual fluid 

Pt 

density and reference fluid dem;ity 
density of freshwater 
gradient of elevation 

(m .~:·1) 

( ·) 

(kg m·3) 
(kg m·3) 

(-) 

DaVies (1989) defiucd a driving force ratio (DFR) to as.~e."~ the potentiallii~cancc of the den£ity 
grc:ulic::ut 
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nnd concluded that a DFR or O.S c~t be considered 3n approximate threshold ac whiciJ dcnsity
rela~.d eravicy effectS may become 3ignificant (Davies, l9lN, p. 28). 

The rtensicy or Castile brines is assumed to be 1215 kg/mJ (SNL. 1992pl993), and Culebra brines 
in the viL.-lluty of the high tran&missivity 1.nne have densities ranging from 1050 to 1100 lcetmJ 
(Davie,, 1?89, p. 32). The dip nf the Culebra in ilic vicinity of the WIPP is abo11t 11.44° or 8 mlkm 

. (SNL, 1992-1993). .Ar.cnrding co· Wallat:e (1996), freshwater head grndients in the Culebra 
between. the waste panels arid the southwestern and w~~tem boundaries of the accessible 
environment range fruw 4 DJikm to 7 milan, with only ,;mail changes in gradient arising froDl the 
r.alculated eff~ciS of near-future :md future mining. TbcSe valu~ I~ to a DFR of between 0.13 
and 0.38. · 

. . -~- · .. 

These vQJ.ues of the DFR shnw. that. In the rcwon of the high tt&nsmissivity 1.one, density·relalcd 
gravity effects ~au.c;ed by an injection of Castile brine are not significanL- Human-iuitiatcd brine 

. density cb;ni ges can. therc:fut'¢, be eliminated from perf'~ nee. wessmeni ~;alculatiOI13 on the 
basis of low consequence= ·co the peifoan3rice of the disP~I system - -

. .. ·" .. . . - ___ ,. __ -::: 
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Figure NS-17.1 Distribution of approximate Quid density in the Cul~bn 
Dolomite Member u! the Ru.stlcr Formation (DaviPJ:, 1989, p. 
46) 
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